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AFRICAN LEGEND: AUSTIN "JAY JAY"
OKOCHA [NIGERIA]
As we continue with the FirstTouch African Legends series, we drift to the
western part of the continent and reminisce the career of whom I consider being
one of the greatest dribblers that ever played professional football - Mr. Austin
Azuka “Jay Jay” Okocha.

The women national teams of Africa have their own AFCON tournament which
FirstTouch will be covering between November 17 and December 1. Ghana are
the hosts for this main event and have the automatic qualification to the
tournament.



TOP 10 
WORLD CUP 
2018 SNUBS
The FIFA World Cup is the biggest individual

sports tournament in the whole world. Russia

successfully submitted a bid and are going to

be hosting this year’s World Cup. Many

players have given their all during the

2017/18 season in a bid to get a sit on the

plane to Russia to represent their national

teams. Since the decisions lie on the managers

and their team, it was bound that many players

would be shockingly dropped in teams

especially with a lot of competition for places.

Here, we look at the 10 players who failed to

make the cut on the final squad list. 

1. Mauro Icardi - Argentina 

Mauro Icardi has been exempted from the

FIFA World Cup 2018 Squad for Argentina.

Many analysts have come out to say that the

Inter Milan striker is so unfortunate to be

playing in the age of great attacking options

for the country with players like Sergio 
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Aguero, Gonzalo Higuain, Paulo Dybala

and Lionel Messi. Nonetheless, the player

has done enough to deserve a place in the

squad. The role of the striker is to score

goals and Icardi has just done that for his

club this season scoring 30 goals in 38

matches. This rate is better than Higuain

and Dybala’s returns this season who

played in the same competitions with the

player but only managed 27 and 26 each

respectively. There are not many players

as gifted as the young 25-year old at

finishing but Jorge Sampaoli could not

trust that he would bring them success in

the tournament which raises questions

about how these decisions are made. The

player evidently had a better season than

many but is omitted from the squad which

proves that he falling short because he

represents a smaller club than his

counterparts. 

2. Alexander Lacazette - France 

Alexander Lacazette has reasons to be

extremely disappointed as he will not be

flying to Russia with the French National

Team to play in the World Cup this

summer. After making a triumphant  
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return with Arsenal following a mid-season

knee injury, his goals helped guide Arsenal to

the UEFA Europa League Final. French

manager, Didier Deschamps, pointed to

Lacazette perhaps not impressing him over the

last two years as opposed to his recent form.

During the last international friendlies,

Lacazette and Anthony Martial were both

decisive players and Lacazette scored against

Germany. Nevertheless, a massive snub

indeed, and some of the French media have

focused on the fact that Deschamps has

chosen more versatile attackers that are

capable of playing in multiple positions and

tactically assuming multiple roles. Olivier

Giroud, Kylian Mbappe, and Antoine

Griezmann are most likely the starting

attacking players and with players like Nabil

Fekir and Ousmane Dembele also in the 23-

man group, France certainly may not regret

Lacazette’s absence. 

3. Mario Götze - Germany 

This one is quite shocking. Who would have

ever thought that Mario Götze of all people,

would be left out by Joachim Low. The

attacking midfielder won Germany the FIFA

World Cup in 2014 by scoring the goal that  

made the difference against Argentina in the

final. He controlled the cross from the left and

finished past Romero on the 112th minute. This

gutted Lionel Messi who went on to retire from

the national team. The young German became a

hero for his goal which gifted Germany with the

World Cup and many assumed that he would be

repaid by a place in the final squad. The player

has not had a terrible season either having

made 38 appearances across all competitions

which yielded 3 goals and 6 assists. Surely,

Goetze deserved more from his team but the

coach thinks otherwise. At the end of the day,

Low probably sees that the player delivered

when asked to but is now surplus to

requirements. Such is the life of a footballer.

One moment you’re idolized and the next,

you’re insignificant. 

4. Renato Sanches - Portugal 

Young Portuguese prodigy, Renato Sanches had

a breakout season in the 2015/16 season which

earned him a place in the Portugal national

team at the UEFA Euro 2016. Ronaldo’s team

went on to win the tournament for the first

time and the youngster was influential with his

second-half cameos. 
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Since then, the young midfielder joined Bayern

Munich, failed to compete for a starting spot

before being shipped out on loan to Swansea

this season. The player struggled to make the

first team at Swansea who was relegated. He

had so much promise which persuaded Bayern

Munich into paying £27.5m for his services

from Benfica but his trajectory is gradually

declining. He will not be a part of the Portugal

team that will compete at the FIFA World Cup

Russia and he has no one to blame. 20-years of

age and is already regarded as an extravagant

option. He would not have imagined this, not in

a million years. 

5. Shkodran Mustafi - Germany 

Another World Cup winner, Shkodran Mustafi

has been left out of the Germany squad to

compete at this year’s tournament in Russia.

The Arsenal defender has had a poor season

this year which saw his club finish 6th in the

English Premier League. Mustafi was culpable

for a number of errors alongside his injury-

prone partner, Laurent Koscielny and the pair

summarize the defensive problems that the

club has. Although Arsenal scored 74 goals,

they also shipped in 51 which explains their

position in Wenger’s final year in charge.  

Mustafi had been an international regular as he

was also in defense when the country won the

FIFA Confederations Cup in 2017. Many

expected him to continue his fill-in role where

he usually stands in at right-back, left-back or

anywhere in defense. He had been getting away

with murder by turning in better performances

for his national side than at Arsenal and his luck

has finally run out. Joachim Low chose to drop

the out of form defender and chose Rudiger

instead who has had a slightly better season.

Mustafi will not play at this year’s tournament.

Ask the Arsenal fans for more. 

6. Javier Pastore - Argentina 

The creative midfielder has failed to make the

provisional list of the Argentina national team.

This comes as a shocker for the Paris Saint-

Germain midfielder who has enjoyed an

amazing season with his club after the

recruitment of Kylian Mbappe and Neymar.

Rubbing shoulders with great players is a dream

for many footballers but Pastore’s numbers this

season fail to reflect his contributions for

PSG. He only managed 5 goals and 5 assists in

all competitions which have led to his omission

from the national team side.  
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Pastore must be heartbroken to miss out on

such a prestigious tournament that his

national team came close to winning in 2014.

That wraps up the list of the players that failed

to make it because they were dropped but

there are also big name players who have been

ruled out because of injuries which include

Dani Alves (Brazil), Chamberlain (England),

Koscielny (France) among others. 

7. Sandro Wagner - Germany 

The self-proclaimed ‘best striker’ in Germany,

Sandro Wagner has been left out of the World

Cup squad by Joachim Low. The player joined

Bayern Munich in the middle of the season

from Hoffenheim where he had scored 4 goals

already. Wagner has scored a total of 14 goals

in all competitions and has assisted 4 goals

which are not a bad return considering that he

has been playing second fiddle to Robert

Lewandowski. The player is an out-and-out

striker which is a position that Germany has

been lacking in talent in recent years. They

resorted to Klose and Mario Gomez in recent

years because of the lack of options. Now, in a

new age of players like Timo Werner and

Wagner, the Bayern Munich striker thought he

had a chance to represent his nation at the  

World Cup. Instead, he has been left out which

is not just disappointing but shocking as well. 

8. Karim Benzema - France 

The Real Madrid striker has not featured for

France since 2015. The player was involved in a

scandal with teammate Valbuena which saw

them both dismissed from the national team

fold. Karim Benzema’s qualities are undeniable

having been trusted to be Real Madrid’s first

choice striker ever since Gonzalo Higuain left in

2013. He fell out of favor with the coach of the

national team, Didier Deschamps who is

refusing to bring back the player to the national

side.  The player had a below average season

compared to his other outings in the Los

Blancos colors but he still scored 10 goals and

also helped his teammates to score on 11

occasions. Cristiano Ronaldo likes his strike

partnership with Benzema, imagine how France

would line-up with Mbappe, Benzema, and

Griezmann. Anyways, the squad is yet to be

announced by Benzema is almost certain to not

be included in the team. What a waste of talent

by the French national team setup. 
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9. Zlatan Ibrahimovic - Sweden 

Yes. The Greatest of All Time, Zlatan

Ibrahimovic has been snubbed by his national

team, Sweden at this year’s grandest

tournament. The 36-year old recently joined

LA Galaxy from Manchester United after

having struggled to retain his form due to a

knee injury which he picked up in 2017. The

striker was received in Los Angeles with a bang

after scoring a vicious rocket from more than

30 yards out on the volley. Such moments

typify his career where he has scored some

amazing goals not only for his clubs but also

for his national team. The player has always

been the face of the Swedish national team as

long as we can remember but it has finally

come to an end. Zlatan Ibrahimovic retired

from the national team own his own last year

when he was trying to focus on his fitness for

Manchester United. He has since recovered

and was contemplating on offering his

services. He claimed, “It is up to me to decide

whether I should play at the World Cup”. Well,

I guess it was not all up to him as the Swedish

manager, Lars Richt stated that, “Zlatan

Ibrahimovic is in that case, for the same reason

as with previous national team gatherings, not

under consideration for the World Cup squad

that national team coach Janne Andersson will 

announce on May 15.” It’s official, the player

will not be playing at the FIFA World Cup

Russia 2018. 

10. Jack Wilshere – England 

Regarded as England’s only creative genius,

Jack Wilshere has suffered from injuries which

hampered his progress ever since he made a

name for himself at Arsenal. The player left for

Bournemouth last season in search of playing

time and had a decent season. He came back to

Arsenal and was slowly integrated back into the

first team fold. He played some crucial matches

in the UEFA Europa League before being

handed the chance to redeem himself in the

Premier League where he scored 2 goals and

provided 5 assists in all competitions.  

The England boss named his final list and the

player was not even a part of the provisional

five. He must be disappointed not to make it.

Without Wilshere, England has little creativity

from midfield which means that their chances

of going far in the tournament have already

reduced before even kicking a ball. 
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WOMEN'S 
AFRICAN CUP 
OF NATIONS 
2018

The FIFA World Cup Russia 2018 is making the

headlines as expected for it is the biggest sporting

event in the world. The African Cup of Nations

comes in a close second for African countries, and it

is equivalent to the UEFA Euro in Europe and Copa

America in South America. This tournament

presents an opportunity for countries from the

motherland to battle out for the title of being called

the Kings of Africa. 

The women national teams of Africa have their own

AFCON tournament which FirstTouch will be

covering between November 17 and December 1.

Ghana is the hosts for this main event and has the

automatic qualification to the tournament. Seven

spots are up for grabs, and many teams have been

fighting it out to make it to the tournament finals in

the qualifiers which started in April and will end in

June. The top three teams from this year’s Total

Women’s African Cup of Nations will qualify for the

FIFA Women’s World Cup which will be hosted by

France in 2019. It would be interesting to see who

will earn a place for such a tournament after the

likes of Zimbabwe surprised many when they

qualified for the Olympic Games in 2016. 
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AFRICAN LEGEND: 
AUSTIN "JAY JAY" 
OKOCHA [Nigeria]
As we continue with the FirstTouch African Legends

series, we drift to the western part of the continent

and reminisce the career of whom I consider being

one of the greatest dribblers that ever played

professional football - Mr. Austin Azuka “Jay Jay”

Okocha. I think it’s no coincidence that he and

Zimbabwe’s Peter Ndlovu were born in the same year

- they were perhaps born for the same purpose in

their respective countries. In my mind, Peter Ndlovu,

the first black African footballer in the English

Premier League was a goal scoring machine while

Okocha was a rabid entertainer. 

The Beginning 

Born in Enugu, Enugu State in Nigeria, Okocha

started playing football on the streets with what he

described in the following statement, “As far as I can

remember, we used to play with anything, with any

round thing we could find, and whenever we

managed to get hold of a ball, that was a bonus! I

mean it was amazing!" I mean, if the guy could control

let’s say a mango with his feet, how about a proper

soccer ball with a 68-70 cm circumference and a

22cm (8.56 inches) diameter. Perhaps that’s why he

was ever so comfortable with the ball. He got the first

touch of professional football in 1990 when he joined

Enugu Rangers at just 17 years of age. He

immediately made a big impression with his slick

movements and became guilty of handing some

experienced players a run for their money and a taste

of the dust, once in a while. 
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Club career in Europe 

Okocha’s big break came later that year when

he visited West Germany on holiday after the

1990 FIFA World Cup. He stopped by a third

division side, Borussia Neunkirchen’s training

ground with a friend and asked to join in, only

to find himself getting pinned to a contract

after mesmerizing the coach with his arm-like

legs that caressed the ball effortlessly. In the

following year, he would join FC Saarbrucken

before completing a move to the top flight

Bundesliga side, Eintracht Frankfurt where he

linked up with the Ghanaian striker, Tony

Yeboah. He appeared 90 times for Frankfurt

and scored 16 goals, including the 1993 goal

which attracted the Goal of the season

recognition by numerous magazines after he

had rounded some players in the box twice and

slotted the ball past the infamous German

international goalkeeper, Oliver Kahn. Jay-Jay

then moved to Turkey after Eintracht

Frankfurt got relegated, he had a feud with the

manager Jupp Heynckes before relegation.

Whilst in Turkey, Okocha attained citizenship

status as “Muhammet Yavuz” and scored 30

goals in only 62 appearances with a number of

them being direct free kicks. 

In 1998, French Ligue 1 side, Paris St-Germain

broke the bank and paid £14 million for Okocha

who became the most expensive African player

at the time, in a four-year deal. Other than his

continued displays on the pitch, Okocha also

mentored the Brazilian football icon,

Ronaldinho - who in my opinion rivals him when

it comes to dribbling. After the 2002 FIFA

World Cup, he joined English Premier League

side, Bolton Wanderers whom he helped

survive relegation and also steered them to

their first cup final in nine years as Captain,

where they finished runners-up to the 2004

Football League Cup. He did score some

memorable goals and became a crowd favorite.

Bolton fans would wear t-shirts with the

inscription, "Jay-Jay – so good they named him

twice." He was stripped of the Bolton Captaincy

in 2006 after speculation of him moving to

Qatar intensified. Jay-Jay eventually left Bolton

that year for Qatar, where he played one

season before returning to England in Hull City

colors on a free transfer.  
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He hung his boots after a short spell with the

Tigers where he scored no goals in eighteen

matches as a result of fitness and injury

challenges. He still was a part of the Hull

troops that won the first Premier League

promotion in their 104-year history. 

The Super Eagles Years 

Okocha won Nigerian hearts in only his second

cap for the country. After losing 2-1 to Ivory

Coast on his debut in a 1994 FIFA World Cup  

In April 2015, Okocha expressed interest in

becoming the president of Nigerian Football

Federation, a dream he happens to be chasing

as we speak. Feeling nostalgic? Check his

displays in the video below, where at 43-years

of age, he turned a Joseph Yobo testimonial

match to a Jay-Jay Okocha Exhibition in May

2016. 

Do you think his cousin, Arsenal’s Alex Iwobi

could follow the footsteps of the veteran?

qualifier, Jay-Jay

came on strong

against Algeria

where the Super

Eagles came from

one goal down to

secure a 4-1 victory

in a must-win match

that secured their

first ever FIFA World

Cup qualification. 

The match was

pretty much an  

Okocha-show. He also won the 1994 Africa

Cup of Nations and the Olympic Gold Medal at

USA 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta, as part

of the Nigerian team dubbed Dream Team. 

The step-over king’s antics on the pitch cannot

be rightfully described in words. He even

indirectly led to the sacking of Zimbabwe’s

famous football commentator, Charles Mabika

after he got his dribbling displays stuck on

replay underscored by unapologetic juicy

commentary with the words, “Just look at

Okocha,” - on national television when the

Super Eagles visited Harare for a friendly. 



FT TOP 5 
YOUNG 
PLAYERS WITH 
AFRICAN ROOTS
1. Dele Alli [Tottenham] 

The English international was born on 11 April

1996 in Milton Keynes, England. His full name is

Bamidele Jermaine Alli and was born to a

Nigerian father, Kenny of the Yoruba tribe and

English mother, Denise. Dele’s father moved to

the United States a week after he was born  

and was raised by his mother who suffered from

alcohol problems. He fell in love with the game at

a tender age and joined the Milton Keynes Dons

youth system when he was just 11.  At 13, Alli

moved into the home of a teammate at MK Dons

and stayed with Alan and Sally Hickford whom he

considers being his adoptive parents although he

was never legally adopted. His first touch in

professional football was a back-heel pass in his

senior debut for MK Dons in 2012 when he came

on as a substitute against Cambridge City. 

Three years later,  English Premier

League giants, Tottenham Hotspur signed him 
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for an initial fee of £5 million. After a loan spell at

MK Dons, Alli made his Tottenham debut against

Manchester United in August 2015. For the rest

of the 2015/16 campaign, he delivered

performances that won him the PFA Young

Player of the season after scoring ten Premier

League goals in his rookie season and helping

Spurs qualify for the Champions League after a

five-year drought. In the ensuing season, he

changed his kit name to Dele citing that he “felt

no connection” to his legal surname after parting

ways with his mother. In that campaign, Dele

consolidated his place as one of the most exciting

talents in the football world, winning the PFA

Young Player of The Year for the second time

and the buzz continued with rumors linking him

to the likes of Real Madrid. He, however, stayed

at Spurs and has become an integral part of

Mauricio Pochettino’s squad alongside Harry

Kane. He has become the most highly rated

young player with an increased valuation of

 €82.6 million, a staggering 142% increase in a

year. It has not all been chocolate and roses for

Dele as he has received a fair share of criticisms

for some sluggish performances and behavior. He

is, however, proving to be a growing player and

individual who is expected to star for the three

lions in the 2018 FIFA World Cup finals in Russia. 

Here is how some football icons described the

22-year-old: 

“In the box, he looks like a striker, and outside the
box, he plays like a midfielder." - Mauricio
Pochettino, Tottenham Manager 

"He is fast, fluid and has a great skill set" - Rafael van
de Vaart, Dutch Footballer 

Frank Lampard thinks he is sneaky and intelligent to
have the ability to, "to get into the box without being
marked". 



2. Ryan Sessegnon [Fulham] 

Ryan was born on 18 May 2000 in Roehampton

London together with his twin brother Steven. He

is a distant cousin of the Benin international

footballer, Stephane Sessegnon and plays as left

back/ left winger for EFL Championship side,

Fulham which he joined starting from the U-9 side.

 In the 2016/17 season, Ryan became the first

professional player born in the 2000s to score a

goal in the English top leagues when he found the

back of the net against Cardiff City. He made a

total of 30 appearances for Fulham in that season

and delivered performances that earned him a

spot in the PFA Championship Team Of The Year,

the youngest player ever to be included in such a

setup. 

He became a person of interest among the media

houses with Sports Illustrated naming him the

19th best U-20 footballers in the world in May

2017 and a subject of speculation in the summer

transfer window with Everton, Liverpool,

Manchester United, RB Leipzig and Bayern

Munich reportedly interest in the teenager who

was then too young to sign a professional contract

according to PFA rules. After his 17th birthday,

Ryan opted to stay at Fulham with an assurance of

game time being his main reason for the choice. 

"Last season I got a lot of opportunities so I want to
continue that. When you are young you just want to
play as many games as you can." - Ryan Sessegnon 

The just-ended season was no exception to

Sessegnon’s ingenuity, scoring 16 goals and 7

assists for Fulham in 51 matches. He helped them

to a third-place finish and delivered a standout

performance in their playoff semi-final against

Derby. He became the first Championship player

to be nominated for the PFA Young  
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Player of the Year eventually won by

Manchester City’s Leroy Sane. He won an

unprecedented five awards, Championship

Player of the Season, Young Player of the

Season, Apprentice of the Year, and named in the

Championship Team of the Season and EFL Club

Developed XI. Ryan has also featured for

England in the 2017  U-19 Euro Finals where he

scored three goals to finish joint top scorer and

included in the team of the tournament as

England won the championship for the first time. 



3. Munir El Haddadi [Barcelona] 

Munir is in Barcelona’s ranks on loan at Deportivo

Alaves and was interestingly a Real Madrid fan up

until he was 14. He was born on 1 September

1995 to a Moroccan father, Mohamed El

Haddadi Arbrqui, who moved to Spain at 18 in a 
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fishing boat and fell in love with Zaida, a lady

from Spanish autonomous city of Melilla who

was a kitchen hand at the time. He grew up in

Galapagar and starred whilst playing for CF Rayo

Majadahonda’s Cadete A team scoring 32 goals

in 29 matches. He was on loan from Atletico

Madrid at the time who had to capture him after

a successful trial in 2010. 

None of the big two Madrid clubs was interested

in tying down to their club and Barcelona seized

the opportunity by bringing him into their youth

team, frustrating the onlooking Manchester City

and other top sides. 

He made his senior debut for Barcelona on 24

August 2014 in a La Liga match against Elche,

scored a goal to become Barcelona’s third

youngest goalscorer after Bojan and Lionel

Messi. He did not get a lot of game time for the

remainder of the season with the Catalans and

was sent on loan to Valencia the following

campaign. He only managed to score 6 times for

Valencia in appearances but has since improved

that record with his 2017/18 loan spell at

Deportivo Alaves, scoring 10 times and

registering 6 assists in 32 matches. 

Morocco was interested in having him join the

Lions of the Atlas’ 2018 FIFA World Cup squad

but saw their joint appeal with the striker to

overturn FIFA Cas’ ruling on him switching

nationalities denied. FIFA Cas stated that the

current rules prohibit him to switch as a per his

one-time appearance for Spain in a UEFA Euro

Qualifier against Macedonia. 



4. Ousmane Dembele [Barcelona] 

Dembele was born on 15 May 1997 in Vernon,

Eure, Normandy to a Mauritanian-Senegalese

mother and Malian father. He first played football

when he was 12 at Evreux FC 27. He made his

senior debut for French Ligue 1’s Rennes

against Rennes against Angers on 6 September

2015 and went on to score 12 goals in 26

appearances from the midfield. Rennes’ sporting

director, Mikael Silvestre compared Dembele to

Christiano Ronaldo whom he had seen arriving at

Manchester United around at a similar age. One

season later, on 12 May 2016, the Bundesliga

giants, Borussia Dortmund announced that they

had tied the 18-year-old to a five-year contract.

Ousmane enjoyed a stellar debut season pulling

the strings from the midfield and combining with

the likes of the Gabonese, Pierre Emerick-

Aubameyang, and Shinji Kagawa to lead Sebastian

Tuchel’s men to a first major title in five years as

they beat Eintracht Frankfurt to clinch the 2017

DFB Pokal. Dembele was named the man of the

match in that final and made it into the Bundesliga

team of the season, also winning the Bundesliga

Rookie Award. 

In a move perceived to be one in which Barcelona

was replacing Neymar who left for PSG, the

Catalans signed Dembele on 25 August 2017 for

€105 million and reported €40 million add-ons

becoming the joint second most expensive

footballer in the world with French teammate,

Paul Pogba- who was born to Guinean parents.

Dembele had a slow start to life at Barcelona with

season marked by injuries but is undoubtedly on

course to become a football great. He is expected

to combine with Kylian Mbappe at France to form

a relatively young but talented French squad for

the 2018 FIFA World Cup finals in Russia. 
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5. Kylian Mbappe [Paris Saint-Germain] 

Born Kylian Mbappe Lottin in Paris to

Cameroonian father, Wilfried and Algerian

mother, Fayza who hails from Algeria. He stated

that he idolized Cristiano Ronaldo while growing

up and began his footballing career at AS Bondy

being coached by his father who is also his agent.

Mbappe then moved to Clairefontaine Academy

where he put in good enough performances to be

noticed by Real Madrid and Valencia. He,

however, traveled to London for a trial with

Chelsea at 11 years of age and appeared once for

their youth team against Charlton before settling

for Monaco. 

He became the youngest player to play for the

Monaco first team in the 2015/16 at 16, breaking

Thierry Henry’s record. Two months later, in

February 2016 - he again eclipsed Thierry Henry’s

record of the youngest scorer for the club when he

found the back of the net in Monaco’s 3-1 win

over Troyes. He had his mark in the 2016/17

season, scoring 26 goals times in 44 matches for

Monaco and helping the club to their first Ligue 1

title in seventeen years. Mbappe also headlined

Monaco’s excellent UEFA Champions League

campaign that saw them reach the semi-finals,

scoring against the likes of Manchester City and

Borussia Dortmund - becoming the youngest

French scorer in the competition. 

He is currently on loan at Paris St Germain from

Monaco in a deal which is understood to lead to a

permanent move for the 19-year-old in the

summer. The fee is rumored to be  €145 million

and  €35 million add-ons. He has enjoyed the

switch to Paris, forming a ruthless frontline with

Cavani and Neymar that saw them score goals  
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for fun in the 2017/18 Champions League

campaign. He is set to appear for France at the

2018 FIFA World Cup finals in Russia as he has

impressed for the Les Bleus ever since making

his debut in March 2017. 



FIRSTTOUCH FIFA WORLD CUP 
2018 OVERVIEW COMING SOON...
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Let us know what 
you'd like to see in 

our June Newsletter!

Let's stay connected

@FirstTouch_AF @firsttouch_af www.firsttouchaf.comFirstTouch Africa
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